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What is T2X ?
T2X is a highly lucrative Staking DApp platform. Developed from the ideas behind
previous staking platforms, T2X was designed with one thing in mind, the STAKERS.
By owning T2X tokens and Staking them in our Staking Portal users will receive
daily interest as well as a percentage of the overall amount of TRX that enters the
Auction Lobby daily. Fully transparent and secure everything is controlled by smart
contract on the TRON blockchain.

markets.
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There is no MAX supply and token price is solely derived from buying and selling

Why T2X ?

TRX Dividends
Payback

Expanding Dapp
Ecosystem

T2X is unlike any other staking
platform. Daily interest on Stakes,
Bonus features for longer
duration Stakers, TRX dividends
and more. Our ecosystem is
developed to reward those who
participate in the platform and
stake their T2X tokens.

T2X is designed to give back to
the community. 95% of all
incoming TRX into the daily
Auction Lobby is pooled and
distributed back out to our
Stakers. Heavily rewarding those
who participate in the Staking
platform.

Staking is only the beginning.
The T2X ecosystem will continue
to expand and offer newly
created DEFI smart contracts
and Games that help fuel more
into the Stakers hands while
creating a wide scale use-case
for the token.
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Lucrative Staking
Model

How To Earn T2X ?
There are 4 ways you can get T2X
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Buy T2X with TRX
Exchange TRX for T2X tokens on the various exchanges that
list T2X pairs.

Pa r t i c i pa t i n g i n A u c t i o n s
Participate in daily auctions within the Staking portal and
exchange your TRX for T2X tokens.

St a ke T 2 X a n d E a r n I n t e r e s t

Re f e r r a l s
Refer others and earn a percentage of their auction purchase
amounts.
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Staking your T2X tokens in our Staking portal and receive daily
interest on your stakes.

T2X Staking Portal
Our fully developed smart contract driven
Staking Portal proves next generation in token
staking.
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Enhanced ideas derived from previous staking
platform are brought to light in our beautiful
designed user friendly UI. We make it easy for
users to obtain T2X tokens and lock them up
within our open sourced Staking smart contract
to earn not only daily token interest but also a
portion of the TRX that comes into the Auction
Lobby daily.
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It’s All About
Staking

Staking System
You can stake your t2x token for a fixed
number of days to earn interest on them.
Make sure to stake more than 5 days to
be eligible to get bonus days reward.
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At the end of every day contract calculates a stake
pool {(total supply + locked tokens) * (Spent TRX in
lobby that day / 50,000)}, this pool will be
distributed between all the Stakers as their stake
interest on that day.

Bonus for Staking?
Daily T2X interest you get bonus reward for your stake which is
based on the amount that you are staking, reward days and
TRON dividends

What is a reward day ?

Every stake will get a bonus day every 5 days that is
has been active, stakes get 2X interest on bonus
days.
Example: creating a stake at day 4 for 15 days gives
this stake 3 bonus at days 10,15, and day 20 etc.
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At the end of every day a daily stake pool
of T2X tokens will be calculated and it
will be shared and allocate to all the
open stakes between all the open stakes
based on their staked tokens amount
which will be available for user to
withdraw when the stake ends

How is stake pool calculated ?
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TRON Dividends ?
Yes! One of the benefits of Staking T2X is
TRON dividends. At the end of each day
a TRON dividends pool will be calculated
and allocated to all the open stakes
based on their stake amount.
The dividends pool comes from the daily
auction lobby total entry amount.

How is stake pool calculated ?
95% of all TRX that enters the daily Auction Lobby
is pooled and distributed back out to Stakers.

Where does the dividends come from ?
Beside daily T2X interest you get bonus reward for your stake
which is based on the amount that you are staking, reward days
and TRON dividends (will talk about this in next pages) and

Must I stake to earn dividends ?
Yes, TRON dividends come as one of the rewards of
staking T2X, the only way to receive TRON
dividends is staking T2X in the staking system.

When will I receive my TRON dividends ?
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After you exit your stakes you will receive your
TRON dividends.

Auctions

Why is the point of auctions ?
Auction lobbies are an other way to buy T2X tokens that might
be more profitable that purchasing on exchanges. Plus the TRX
spent is rewarded back to Stakers.

Auction lobbies are Daily Auctions that
offer T2X tokens for TRON based on the
T2X and TRON pool at the end of the day.
Lobbies T2X pool will start from 5 million
T2X per day and goes until 1 million over
the next 365 days but never goes lower
than 1 million tokens per day.

Is getting T2X token from auction
more profitable than buying them
exchanges with TRON ?
Not necessarily but it could be at some times.
auction is designed to keep balance between
staking and token price

Where does all the TRON go ?
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Dividends, well at least 95% of them !!
The other 5% reserve for promotion and platform
development costs.

Referral System
Your referrals will earn an extra 5%
minted T2X tokens on their Stake End. As
a referrer you will earn an extra 20%.
There are no limits on number nor the
amount of referrals that you can get.

What is my referral link ?

You can find your referral link in the T2X panel,
[ https://t2xtoken.io/?ref=YourTRONWalletAddress ]

Can I change my referral link ?

Yes, your referrals saves on you browser’s cookies, you can
always remove or change your referral by clicking on a new
referral link

How can I collect my referral reward ?
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You don’t need to do anything, referrer and referral
reward on a stake will be sent to the them when
you end the stake

The Future of T2X
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Staking is only the beginning. T2X aims to
become the next leading DApp on the TRON
blockchain. Combing traditional Staking models
and DEFI Smart contracts our goal is to develop
an ever expanding ecosystem of contracts that
prove lucrative for all Stakers / token holders.
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You can find more detail on how everything works and
guide on panel’s FAQ
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